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Heterogeneity of optimization software (solvers and interpreters of algebraic modeling languages for opti-
mization, e.g. AMPL, GAMS etc.) and available computing infrastructure is one of reasons complicating wide
practical usage of optimization models in distributed computing mode. The problem is far from completion
despite an intensive work on the subject (one of the most mature is a COIN-OR Optimization Services project
[1]). In the report we present two use cases of AMPL-interpreter capabilities in distributed computing infras-
tructure (AMPL [2]–is one of themost popular high-level optimizationmodeling system). We use off-the-shelf
AMPL-compatible solvers due to the expertise encapsulated in these highly tuned libraries of optimization nu-
merical methods.
The first use case concerns running any optimization algorithmwritten as an AMPL-script in distributedmode,
when all problems (including intermediate sub-problems) are solved by remote optimization REST-services
based on off-the-shelf AMPL-compatable solvers; independent problems will be solved in parallel, thus in-
creasing overall performance in according with the number of available solvers. The approach is based on
MathCloud software toolkit [3], MathCloud Python API and AMPL-interpreter feature to interact with Bash-
shell.
The second use case demonstrate solving of complex discrete optimization problems (i.e. MILP) by “coarse-
grained”parallel scheme of branch-and-bound algorithm (B&B).The approach is based on preliminary analysis
and decomposition of the given problem into a number of sub-problems by some special AMPL-script. Then
all these subproblems are solving in parallel by a number of MILP-solvers “embedded”in a special distributed
system. This system provides exchange of B&B “incumbents”(the best known feasible solution found in the
branching tree) between solvers. This exchange accelerates the search of optimal solution of the initial MILP-
problem.
Uses cases, mentioned above, are demonstrated by the examples of decomposition algorithms written as
AMPL-scripts and solving some discrete optimization problems (Traveling Salesmen Problem andTasks-Workers
Scheduling problem).
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